
OVERVIEW

AUTOMATE. VALIDATE. ELEVATE.

One Mission. 
One Platform. 
One Process.
Validation Workflow Automation 
for Regulated Systems
 
At BTR, our mission is to help reduce risk to patients by transforming 
how the life sciences industry manages compliance of regulated 
technology solutions. Computer System Validation (CSV) hasn’t 
changed in over two decades and that’s why it is our singular vision 
to make CSV paperless, seamless, and stressless.

Today, leading life sciences, medical device and software 
development organizations rely on our Res_Q™ Validation Lifecycle 
Management System (VLMS) as their trusted validation workflow 
automation platform. It’s their single source of validation truth to 
release more products to users, accelerate implementation, and 
ensure compliance across the enterprise.

We’ve been there. We know compliant validation is hard work. That’s 
why we’ve built the platform we wish we always had. Res_Q VLMS 
features pre-built Compliance Modules for intelligent workflow 
automation, structured risk assessments, and automated testing 
for more than 30 systems across the life sciences ecosystem. We 
partner closely with you every step of the way to help you accelerate 
compliance and deliver speed to users across the enterprise.

Validation has always been a time-consuming and disconnected process throughout our 
organization. With Res_Q we’re able to manage releases of multiple systems across our 
enterprise with ease—enabling us to maintain compliance overall.

– Leading Pharma Manufacturer

80%
reduction in time 
spent validating

60%
less cost in 
maintenance

Equip your teams to accelerate 
software validation, improve 

efficiency & save money.

Speed Matters. RES_Q Delivers.

Res_Q VLMS:  Built by Validation Experts 
for Validation Experts
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About BTR
BTR is a regulatory technology company serving healthcare, life sciences, and SaMD. The company has been the compliance engine 
behind leading software providers including Veeva, Nuvolo, and Benchling. BTR’s enterprise compliance platform is used across leading 
software suppliers and sponsors.
*Other brands and names are the property of their respective owners.

Discover Res_Q VLMS. 
A Simply Better Way to Validate.

Res_Q eliminates manual, paper processes and disparate 
workflows to empower compliance teams to become more 
efficient. Through intelligent workflow automation, built-in 
templates, test scripts, and compliance modules, Res_Q 
layers into existing regulated platforms like OKTA, Veeva, 
DocuSign, NetSuite, Nuvolo, and much more. 

The Result? BTR customers implement validation up to 
30% faster. 
 

Put Your Validation on the Launch Pad 
to Productivity 
 
BTR has partnered with more than 275 life sciences compa-
nies to make the move to the regulated cloud and Res_Q is 
the compliance engine of choice behind some of the world’s 
leading software developers for regulated apps.

Trusted by top-tier life sciences 
leaders and innovative startups alike

If you’re ready to bring software validation under control, let’s get together.
Visit www.bostontr.com to request a demo.

275+
Companies Moved to 
the Regulated Cloud

700+
Unique 
Implementations

150+
Quality System 
Upgrades

30+
Different Systems 
Supported
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